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FOR MISTER



CHURCHILL: YANK DESTROYERS UNDER THE WHITE ENSIGN



USS Aaron Ward (DD-132)



-------------------------------------------------------------------IN A CONTROVERSIAL SWAP OF 50 GREAT WAR DESTROYERS FOR THE FRIGHT TO USE BRITISH BASES, THE ROYAL NAVY GAINED A LEGENDARY WARSHIP THAT BECAME EXCEPTIONALLY USEFUL IN THE ATLANTIC WAR ---------------------------------------------n September 1940, President Franklin Roosevelt authorized the transfer of 50 over-aged, flush-deck, four-stacked destroyers to the British Royal Navy in exchange for 99-yr rights to build and maintain Naval bases on British possessions in the Western hemisphere. Upon his announcement of this transaction, Congress and other political leaders were furious, since he did not consult them about his intentions, which, in their opinion would certainly lead the country into war. In Nazi Germany, for some odd reason, Adolf Hitler did not protest; however, he did consider the trade as an un-neutral act.
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With events moving so swiftly, the destroyer deal was soon forgotten, and to most Americans, the destroyers had sailed into oblivion. But, had they? No, quite the contrary. True, most of them had been relegated to monotonous escort duty, however, just their presence among the convoys had given many a U-boat commander second thoughts before unleashing an assault upon the merchantmen under the old four-stackers’ protection. Once in the hands of the Royal Navy, numerous alterations were effected, such as the sacrificing of one or two boilers in order to increase fuel capacity; the removal of the amidships two 4-in guns in favor of anti-aircraft weapons; the installation of depth charge protectors (“K” and “Y” guns), in place of the twelve torpedo tubes and closing in the bridges and pilot houses, to name a few. In remembrance of the officers and men - American, British, Canadian, and those of other Allied nations who had served and died in those ships - we offer historical sketches of these destroyers, from the laying of their keels until their final disposals The important roles played by these destroyers during their brief tenure under the White Ensign, Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Admiral James Somerville, RN, wrote in his memoirs: “Had there been no American four-stacker destroyers available, and, had they not gone into service escorting trade convoys when they did, the outcome of the struggle against the U-boat and the subsequent outcome of the European War itself, might have been vastly different.” REAR ADMIRAL AARON WARD, USN Born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on 10 October 1851, Aaron Ward graduated from the US Naval Academy in 1867. After serving on several types of vessels, he was placed in command of the USS Wasp upon his promotion to Lieutenant in 1898. His conspicuous service and gallantry during the Battle of Santiago, Cuba, had resulted in his being advanced to Lieutenant Commander. Rising swiftly through the ranks, he was promoted to Rear Admiral in 1910. Between 1911 and 1912, he commanded the 3rd Battleship Division, Atlantic Fleet. From January 1913 until his retirement on 10 October of that year, he served as supervisor of New York Harbor. Rear Admiral Aaron Ward died at Rosalyn, New York. Upon reporting to the Atlantic Fleet, Aaron Ward (DD-132) was assigned to Destroyer Squadron 2, Destroyer Division 13. Shortly thereafter she steamed to Trepassey Bay, Newfoundland, in May 1919 to serve as one of the station ships to guide the US Navy’s pioneering seaplanes - NC-1, NC-3, and NC-4 - during their historic transatlantic flight from Newfoundland to the Azores. In September of that year, the destroyer arrived at the US Destroyer Base, San Diego, California, for duty with the Pacific Fleet. Shortly after her arrival, she was dispatched to assist in the salvaging of an Army plane which had crashed in Angeles Bay, Mexico. During January and March 1921, Aaron Ward and her division were temporarily stationed at Balboa, Panama. During which time, she participated in an unsuccessful search for th e crew of a Navy NC seaplane which had crashed into the sea on 26 February while on night maneuvers off Panama. During the 0000-0400 watch, the USS Woolsey (DD-77), was rammed by the freighter, SS Steel Inventor at 0110. Aaron Ward immediately came to the destroyer’s assistance and, with an assist from her sister destroyer USS Philip (DD-76), took on 80 men and six officers with the Philip rescuing 25 others. At 0330, Aaron Ward took the ill-fated destroyer in tow, but shortly after 0600 the Woolsey sank. Of the six men who were injured, one had died and 15 were



reported as missing. Aaron Ward returned to San Diego, where she carried out her training operations along the west coast until she was decommissioned in June 1922, in accordance with the Washington Naval Disarmament Agreement of 1922. Recommissioned in 1930, the destroyer resumed her training and fleet exercises with the Pacific Battle Force and between 1931 and 1934, served as a unit of Rotating Destroyer Squadrons 20 and 21. Before being again decommissioned in midJune 1937, Aaron Ward had served as flagship of Destroyer Divisions 4 and 5. With the outbreak of World War II on 1 September 1939, Aaron Ward was one of the first of 40 four-stack destroyers to be re-activated in an effort to bolster the Navy’s destroyer flotillas. Recommissioned on 31 September 1939, she was assigned as flagship of Destroyer Division 65, Pacific Fleet. Then, on 7 December, she reported to the Atlantic Fleet to serve with the Neutrality Patrol which was intended t o prevent belligerent nations from conducting wartime operations along the eastern seaboard of the United States, Gulf of Mexico, and the Caribbean. In late August, 1940, Aaron Ward and her division entered the Boston Navy Yard, Charlestown, Massachusetts, where they were replenished stores, ammunition, and fuel. In the meantime, shipyard workers made both major and minor repairs. Needless to say, an air of mystery surrounded the Navy Yard, for why, the shipyard workers mulled over and over, were so many of them being taken off their jobs of constructing new destroyers just to refurbish and spruce up eight old, obsolete destroyers? Rumors flew like leaves in a wind storm, but the most logical rumor was that the ships were destined to sail to a Canadian port. For what purpose was unknown to all except for the ships’ captain. Finally, on the evening of 3 September, Aaron Ward cleared her berth and stood out of Boston Harbor accompanied by seven other destroyers and set a course for Halifax, Nova Scotia. The Yankee crews were then informed that the destroyers were being transferred to the Royal Navy along with 42 others in exchange for bases which were to be constructed on British territories in the Caribbean and eastern Atlantic waters. Upon their arrival, the destroyers were boarded by Royal Naval officers and ratings, and, after three days of familiarization both at sea and in port, the ships were officially decommissioned and recommissioned into the Royal Navy. On 9 September, Aaron Ward’s colors were lowered and in their stead, snapped the White Ensign of the Royal Navy, rechristened HMS Castleton (I-23). Generally speaking, the British were thankful to receive these destroyers. However, many of the old salts viewed them with a jaundiced eye. To begin with, they appeared to be top heavy; this owing to their four stacks, tall fore and after masts, with three heavy 4-in guns mounted atop of the amidships and after deckhouse. Some of the ships still had their tall searchlight platforms in place just aft of the fourth funnel. Because of these features, it was felt the destroyers would be heavy rollers in a running sea. Another un-redeeming characteristic of these ships were their flush decks which would mean they would be very wet ships. There were very serious doubts as to whether these destroyers would survive the rigors and harsh elements of the tempestuous North Atlantic. Other faults soon to be discovered were the installation of bunks to which the Jack Tars were not accustomed. The steering cables were exposed to the weather decks from the pilot house to the after steering room. At moderate or slow speeds, their turning circles were too wide which, until their helmsmen, had become accustomed to, resulted in many collisions in restricted water. Worst of all, they would forever be hampered by engineering problems, from leaky boiler



or condenser tubes, electrical failures, and worn oil lines. Eventually, many of these “felonies” would be rectified in British and US shipyards. However, steering problems still plagued many a helmsman. It was reported that one of the destroyers was so difficult to handle, that whenever the ship entered port, the off-duty seamen would automatically man their collision stations. On 15 September, Castleton departed Halifax as a unit of the 1st Town Flotilla, composed of HMS Campbeltown (I-42, ex USS Buchanan [DD-131]), HMS Caldwell (I-20, ex-USS Hale [DD-133]), HMS Chelsea (ex-USS Crowninshield [DD-134]), and HMS Clare (I-14, ex-USS Abel P. Upshur [DD-193]), and stood out for Devonport, England. However, owing to engineering problems, the flagship, HMS Churchill (I-45, ex-USS Hemdon[DD-198]), HMS Cameron (I-05, ex-USS Welles [DD-257]), and HMS Chesterfield (I-28, ex-USS Welborn C. Wood [DD-195]), had to remain behind. Just as the veteran seamen had predicted, the Atlantic crossing proved to be an unsettling ordeal for all hands. Encountering heavy seas, the narrow-beamed ships were continuously buffeted by massive, mountainous waves and tossed about like chips of wood in a millrace. Lookout and topside watch standers were constantly lashed by fierce, bone-chilling winds and drenched by icy brine. Unpredictable snap rolls and violent pitching threw many an unwary Royal Navy destroyer HMS Mansfield, the former USS seaman into bulkheads, mess tables, Evans, at a buoy on the Medway stanchions, and hot machinery. As was expected, the Jack Tars found it difficult to adjust to their bunks and, it was not unusual to see some of the occupants being catapulted out of their bunks as if they were shot out of a cannon. On the bridge of the Campbeltown, the Officer of the Deck, an old sea dog who had weathered many a maelstrom, had passed out.



Royal Navy destroyer HMS Salisbury, formerly USS Claxton.



Then to add to the misery, sea water had seeped through the hatches and port hole gaskets which resulted in at least a foot or more of water sloshing across the decks of the living quarters. Consequently, by the time the storm-tossed ships had entered Devonport on the 28th, their bruised and battered crews were already to collapse from sheer exhaustion. Many of the men suffered from lacerations, burns, and broken bones; and a few were hospital cases. Desperately needed for convoy duty in the North Atlantic, Castleton was quickly allocated to the Eighth Escort Group, Western Approaches, Liverpool. After completing several uneventful voyages, she finally saw action in November 1940, when her convoy (OB-244) came under a U-boat attack which sank the Greek steamship Victoria and the British freighter Day Dawn. Swift action on the part of Castleton’s skipper, Cmdr. F. H. E. Skyrme, result in the rescuing of all hands for both merchantmen. After completing a two-month refitting at Portsmouth, Castleton reported to the 17th Destroyer Division in February 1941, but was later transferred to the 1st Minelaying Squadron, taking part in mining operations off the west coast of Scotland. However, on many occasions, she had been detached from this assignment, to carry out her escort duties. On 19 November of that year, she was severely damaged by an undetermined underwater explosion which required her to be laid up at Newport, Monmouthshire, for repairs that extended into April 1942. On 20 August, while on patrol off Iceland, in company with her sister destroyer HMS Newark (G-08, ex-USS Ringgold [DD-89]), both ships were directed to 60'25"N, 40'40"W, where a US Navy Catalina flying boat reported sinking a surfaced U-boat (U-464). The fourpipers arrived just in time to observe an Icelandic fishing trawler rescuing the U-boat’s survivors. The hasty arrival of the destroyers may have discouraged the Germans from overpowering the trawler’s crew and attempting to sail the vessel to a Berman-occupied port. Under the watchful eyes of the destroyer men, the trawler was escorted into port, where the Germans were handed over to military authorities. One-year later, on 4 August Castleton, in company with the escort vessel HMS Orwell came to the rescue of the crews of a Sunderland flying boat from 423 Canadian Air Patrol Squadron and the U-489, off the coast of Iceland. The Sunderland had sighted the U-boat on the surface and pressed an attack by strafing her decks with machine-gun fire after having dropped two depth charges. The Germans returned gunfire which set the aircraft on fire causing it to crash land into the sea. The depth charges had detonated and blew up the U-boat. About 20-min later, Castleton and Orwell arrived and picked up six on the Sunderland’s crew and 54 men from the U-489. In late 1944, Castleton was attached to the Roysth Escort Force and in the closing days of her career, was relegated as a target vessel for the northern air squadrons. By early 1945, the old destroyer was worn out and unfit for further sea duty. Len Broome, a former Castleton crewman remembers when he and a group of his shipmates made a tour in the drydock to locate some of the many leaks; “We all trooped down into the drydock and I never felt so sick in my life, when our Chief ERA who had reached for a badly corroded piece of steel said, ‘My God! Would you look at this!’ and the damned bloody thing came away in his hand! We had been steaming, for God only knows how long, on a bottom consisting of rust!” Condemned on the spot, the destroyer was stripped and later towed to Grangemouth, Scotland, and left to rot in the mud flats. Before she was scrapped in 1948, her ship’s bell had been salvaged and donated to the town of Castleton, Vermont.



The saga of the Castleton is quite typical of her 49 sisters. Some achieved more fame through highly dramatic exploits, such as HMS Campbeltown’s self-destructive raid on the French docks at St. Nazaire, but for the most part they served and sailed with the same dogged determination as every type of convoy escort. The Town-class as a whole were credited with sinking eleven U-boats and attacking or keeping at bay dozens more. For yet another perspective on what it was like aboard one of the HMS Castleton (ex-USS Aaron Ward) on 9 September plucky four-stackers in Royal Navy service, the following signalman 1940 after transfer to the Royal Navy. aboard HMS Lincoln (G-42, exUSN USS Yarnall) offers a nostalgic view from a British seamen’s perspective. DUTY ABOARD HMS LINCOLN “In December 1940 however, I was en route to Canada aboard a troopship the Windsor Castle to join my first ship HMS Lincoln as an ordinary signalman. “Time aboard the troopship proved to be rather monotonous and this may have led up to some of the events that took place. One rating dived into the ship’s swimming pool but owing to the rolling of the ship the water moved away from his point of entry and he died from his injuries. Then there was the young officer aboard who played Russian Roulette with a revolver and shot himself. Both the deceased were buried at sea. “Further experience of burial at sea were to become all too frequent whilst serving on the Lincoln on convoy duty in the Atlantic. (HMS Lincoln became rather well-known as a rescue ship.) “Then there was the Army officer who was jailed for having a homo-sexual affair with a young naval rating. “Other excitements were the submarine scares which were normal at that time in the Atlantic. “The arrival in Halifax, Nova Scotia, in the early hours of the morning about the middle of October 1940, was a spectacular sight. It was frosty with the first snows of the winter and the lights in the town reminded me of the Blackpool illuminations. It all seemed so wonderful after the blackout of Britain. “On disembarking from the Windsor Castle, the Naval contingent was housed in what were once large stables, which made the runs ashore seem so much more enjoyable. It was of course a new experience. “Nova Scotia was supposed to be ‘dry’ but alcoholic drinks were to be found in what was supposed to be private parties. You just pushed your way through the crowd at an address you had been given. “Jack-me-hearty’ [me], caught up with a ‘party [girl], who invited me home. She had 13



sisters. That was some experience as each of them passed through the room and was introduced, it was all so friendly and homely. “I was taken aback one day while standing on the dockside, when a Canadian soldier came up to me and said, ‘Is that the Sea?’ He was so serious I knew he wasn’t joking. What could I say but, yes. I left him with his eyes taring out at the horizon. “Before the Royal Navy formally accepted HMS Lincoln [ex-USS Yarnall], the crew went aboard as the guest of the American Navy and a trial run was carried out just outside the harbor. “It was the meal that the Americans served up for us that day that stands out in my mind. It was lamb chops, sweet-corn, and creamed potatoes, as much as you wanted, ice-cream, with coffee to follow. We Royal Naval ratings wouldn’t believe it and it took a lot of convincing that this was a normal menu served to the American crew. It was the best meal I ever had on board ships, with due respects to the RN cooks of that time, who were on a very tight budget, plus the fact that the Lincoln was not built to sail the Atlantic. “After the acceptance trial, HMS Lincoln and HMS Leamingtown [a sister ship to HMS Lincoln and another of the 50 destroyers the Americans gave Britain], in company with some other ships, went on a trial just outside Halifax Harbor. During this exercise, the captain had me as signalman hoist a maneuver signal. It was flying so long at the yardarm that I decided to ask if it was to be hauled down. The reply was yes, HMS Lincoln after a refit at the Charleston Navy Yard and not getting the word to in 1943. negative it, I hauled it down. “You should have seen the ships! They were like bees buzzing around. The Leamington actually passed ahead of the Lincoln [the senior ship] and this is against naval procedure. Our captain was not at all pleased when he saw another ship scoot across his bow. Little did he know that the Leamington was complying to the maneuver instructions I had given by hauling down the signal. He was about to send a signal of reproval until explanations were given. Luckily all went well and the maneuvers turned out to be a success, but the captain certainly kept me on my toes from then on. Whenever he noticed me on watch, he had me coding flag signals up and when I got t hem out on the halyards, he cancelled them. Nevertheless, he gave me a good write up when I subsequently left the ship, which I did with tears in my eyes for I had known some happy times aboard her, a sentiment shared by our doctor as we walked down the gangway together. “When the opportunity to look around Halifax Harbor presented itself, HMS Churchill was to be seen and this ship, according to wartime propaganda, was the first of these Town-class destroyers to arrive in England which in point of fact could not be true as HMS Lincoln in conjunction with HMS Leamington were the last of these destroyers to be taken over. “Sailing for England about the beginning of November 1940, the ships called at St. Johns, Nova Scotia, to fill the fuel tanks to capacity for the long run home The trip wasn’t to be without



event. First, the sighting of a waterspout and not long after that we ran into a storm and the unusual experience of entering the center of it. First you are on high waves then suddenly you are in the doldrums, flat clam waters, then again you are riding high on the waves. We sighted an iceberg and passed over the area where the Titanic sank. Mid-Atlantic, the storms became worse and it seemed that it would be impossible to survive the gigantic waves. Extra water ballast had been taken on board to help combat the Atlantic storms and the crew were informed that these destroyers had been designed for more moderate climates. The quality of the food which we had so enjoyed on that first trip to sea with the Yanks had also deteriorated. The accepted meals for most of the time from then on was what was called ‘Pot-mess,’ this was everything and anything put into one pot and stewed. Even the crockery ran out through breakages. We just managed the best we could. “The ship had such a lively action it was no wonder the cooks could not give of their best. The coffee pot that was always on the brew, Yankee fashion, was discarded in the first few days we were abroad. During the latter part of the first journey across the Atlantic, food rations got down to ship’s biscuits and jam, and even the biscuits were rationed. Have you ever tasted dog biscuits? That’s what ship’s biscuits tasted like, and just as hard. “On that same crossing, the washing machine broke loose and it was impossible to get into it to make it fast until there was a slight lull in the weather when a brave petty officer took a chance and got it wedged before it drove itself through the ship’s side. “To indicate the motion of the ship, I was on watch and happened to be watching the inclination meter. When it read 60-deg, we lost one of our lifeboats and water went down our funnel. HMS Leamington was in company with us and we made the signal to her; ‘Isn’t your bottom red?’ She could have said the same thing about us as both ships were lifting out of the water until the propellers could be seen. The forward mess dock on HMS Lincoln was always awash and upon investigation, the engineer pushed a hole through the side of the ship. While going up the Lough Foyle, Londondery, which was our final destination, and eventually our base, it was said that the wireless operator had turned into Lord HawHaw’s broadcast and he had announced that the 50 destroyers given to Britain by the Americans had just arrived in Ireland and that they were not strong enough to keep the fishes out. On the same journey, the two destroyers had crossed the path of the foe. “The Admiral Sheer, a German pocket battleship, was leaving the area in which she had attacked convoy HX84 and in which she had sunk the gallant AMC Jervis Bay, the day previous. HMS Lincoln arrived at this area 24-hrs later, 5 November 1940. We remained for 3-hrs carrying out a search for survivors. There was neither survivors nor wreckage found and because of rising winds and sea, the search had to be abandoned. HMS Lincoln received the signal: “Shadow but do not attack the German pocket battleship.” We had to reply that because of the shortage of fuel, we were unable to comply. As for attacking the enemy, it is doubtful if any impressions could have been made. The forward 4-in gun was nearly always unsafe to man because of the bow waves that were thrown up, and the rear gun would not traverse. The Hotchkiss guns persistently jammed and the knowledge of how to fire the torpedoes was uncertain. When we later did have reason to fire them, which was at an abandoned merchant ship, the torpedoes did not run a true course and one even decided to circle back as if to attack us until its erratic course took it safely away from our ship and it eventually sank. The first depth charge we tried to fire stuck in the cradle and as we were in closely confined water, we had to sail further out to sea to un-jam it. On release, all it killed was a medium-size fish. “The first items to go were the torpedo tubes and HMS Lincoln was equipped as a fast



escort ship. She became the leader of the 2nd Escort Group and later got credit for sinking a German submarine. It is my opinion the we could have been in on more kills if HMS Lincoln had been given the opportunity. This was taken from us by the socalled ‘Ace’ of submarine kills, HMS Broadway, a destroyer built in 1918. Broadway Capt. Walker, who always took was one of the 50 American destroyers loaned to Britain over from a junior ship as it was in September 1940. closing for the final run into a kill. “There was one more defect waiting to be discovered and this was that the mainmast was loose in its anchorage. This fact was discovered by me, when one day in harbor, as a signalman I carelessly allowed the halyard to break loose and I had to go aloft to redeem it. HMS Newark during WWII “I bravely climbed up and out onto the yardarm, when it plopped my heart came into my mouth, but I slithered back over the yardarm and climbed down to the flag-deck and reported the happening. It was disbelieved, so when the next day we sailed and had just passed the boom, the mast plopped again and this time there was no mistake about the defect. An immediate return to harbor was required to secure the mast correctly. But for all the adults of those 50 destroyers, they were essential to t he survival of Great Britain, and in this course they proved to be effective. “If my memory serves me rightly, the first week we spent in Londonderry, it was alongside a quay doing quick repairs, t hen off to the oiler which was stationed half way down the River Foyle and then on to Scapa Flow for a quick ‘work up’- gun calibration and compass alignment. On speed trials, in which we achieved 30-kts - the ship did shudder a bit but it was better than a British-built destroyer which was doing its trials at the same time as us. “While in Derry we had been painted in a new type of camouflage. This was light colors in preference to darker colors, and on completing trial with a submarine, it surfaced and congratulated us on our camouflage color scheme with the remark that it was so dazzling to the sight that it was difficult to take bearings on. “Then it was back to Londonderry and on to escort duty. The routine became ten-days at sea then three-days in harbor. There were occasions when we had only time to call at the oiler and then out again. There was a particular thing we signalmen had to watch for when going up and down the River Foyle because halfway down was a mast and we had to watch for a person from the house on the river bank ‘dipping’ their ensign, (this is an act of courtesy or a means of saluting when ships pass each other). It was some long time later I was to learn that this house was a WRENery (Women’s Royal Naval Service- the females provided non-combat duty and



they were popularly known as WRENS). “On escort duties, HMS Lincoln was usually at the peak of the screen with other ships being stationed on either side, unless it was a larger or an important convoy. In that case this position was then taken by the more senior ship to Lincoln and we reverted to the leading ship on the starboard screen of the escort. “After passing over one of the convoys to the Canadian Navy, our return course home brought us in sight of an abandoned merchant ship. The captain decided this could be a danger to other shipping and a means of sanctuary for German submarines who could lay in wait for some unsuspecting ship. He gave the order for it to be sunk by gun. “Although we were making hits it was slow in going down. This placed the Lincoln in jeopardy since some German submarine could have been using this setup as a decoy, so it was essential that we did not hang about too long. This is the instance where the torpedo we fired ran an erratic course. I can’t claim we made a hit but I can say that as soon as the torpedoes had made their run, the captain rang down to the engine room ‘full ahead’ so as to get out of that area as fast as he could. “On another occasion when returning to base, we picked up some survivors who were in a lifeboat drifting about for some weeks. Their gratitude at being rescued brought tears to our eyes. They thought we were heros, when we knew it was the other way around. On the journey back they undertook little tasks to try and repay us and nothing would make them accept that they deserved praise. This was the usual practice with each group of survivors that we picked up. It was always saddening when you reached a lifeboat or raft and found it empty and all that could be done was to sink it by Hotchkiss gunfire. “Once while returning to base and almost home, I saw a bright red flash astern. No one else had sighted it so we continued our course. A short time later, we received a signal to go to the assistance of a merchant ship which had been bombed. “On reaching the ship, we found that she was Dutch and a bomb had gone down the funnel. But for all that, the ship did not appear to be in immediate danger of sinking. One sailor had been blown into the water and the rest of the crew had abandoned ship, but not before raiding the rum store. Our captain persuaded the Dutch captain and his crew to return to their ship and we took her in tow back to England. “There were so many times when we were picking up survivors it just seemed routine and their faith in the Royal Navy seemed endless. When they came on board t hey tried not to get in the way. If only they knew how we felt about them, for they were our heros. “Then there was the time when our doctor operated at sea on a survivor using the wardroom table for this purpose. The captain sailed around in circles in order to calm the water as much as possible, and then at the crucial moment steamed into the center of t his calmer water whilst the doctor operated on a merchant seaman’s leg, which he was able to save. Some of his mates died and were buried at sea. “On another occasion, a ship which we had been escorting, mysteriously caught fire. We soon rescued 169 survivors. One poor lad who had made it across using a large tin of cigarettes to keep himself afloat, managed to get alongside HMS Lincoln. Knowing the scarcity of cigarettes, the boy was anxious to get them onboard. At the same time, because we were drifting close to the burning ship and not realizing that there was a survivor along side, the captain ordered the engines ahead and that was the last we saw of that poor lad. One boatload of survivors did get aboard the Lincoln just in time, for as we reached for the canteen takings which the Naffi staff had brought with them, their boat sank and the taking went with it, thus a lot of



money was lost. “I had the experience of being rescued by my own ship. This happened while we were tied up alongside in Londonderry. Not wishing to fall foul of the First Lieutenant by soiling the ship’s side as I emptied the gash bucket, I leaned hard on the handrail which had not been secured properly, with the consequence, that I fell into the dangerous fast-flowing River Foyle. On surfacing, I managed to get hold of the cable which holds the ship to t he shore and which was hanging slack. I was fortunate that someone onboard had taken a casual look over the side of the ship and he was amazed to see me clinging to the rope. He quickly summoned help and I was hauled aboard and revived by a couple of tots of neat Navy rum and a vigorous rub down by the Chief Bosun [I had never been so cold]. Being Sunday, captain’s rounds were in progress and there was amazement in the captain’s inspection party as they caught me taking a shower. I was put on captain’s report, and I got oneday’s stoppage of leave for leaving the ship without permission. I was told afterwards that there was never a known time when someone had been rescued from the river. “Before ending my story I would like to pay tribute to the HMS Leamington (C-19), originally American Wickes- Canadian Red Cross, for the gift of class destroyer USS Twiggs, circa 1940-1942 Comfort Clothing which prove invaluable to the upper deck ratings. “I recall with humor how the girls of Londonderry may have been more aware of the arrival of HM ships into Derry than the Naval Authorities. This was because there was a shirt factory so situated that the view from it was well down the Lough Foyle. Of course, the girls would all be eager to know if there boyfriends’ ship was in port. “It is with affection that I speak of the people of Ireland who helped to make the runs ashore all the more enjoyable for there was a canteen in Belfast which served eggs, bacon, and potato-cakes, plus tea, and you could go round again as many times as you liked all for a very cheap price. This all helped to make up for the discomfort onboard, for it was impossible to keep things together. The mess would on occasion be reduced to a couple of cups and three or four spoons with which the whole of the crew had to eat our meals with. “My story ends with the sailors’ saying, ‘The last ship is always the best ship.”
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